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ON EXPONENTIAL GROWTH OF SOLUTIONS OF ABSTRACT 
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In this paper, we study certain properties of the following standard initial value 
problem in a Banach space E: 
[*] u^(t) + At u^-^t) + ... + An u(t) = 0 
w(0+) = u'(°+) = ... = u
(*-2)(0+) = 0, u
( M '1 )(0+) = x 
where t > 0, xeE, u(t)eE for t > 0 and where Al9 A2, ..., An are closed linear 
operators from E into E (see [1]). 
The main result may be roughly described in the following way: 
We suppose that the solutions u of [*] exist for x from a dense subset of £ and that 
they depend continuously on x, uniformly for t from bounded subintervals of (0, oo). 
Under these assumptions we prove that there exists a constant co (depending only 
on Al9 A2,..., An and not on u) so that the functions t~
wtu(t) depend continuously 
on x uniformly on the whole interval (0, oo). 
Such a situation is well known for the case n = 1 as the theorem on exponential 
boundedness of strongly continuous operator semigroups (see [2]) because the oper-
ator A1 may be always considered as the generator of such a semigroup. 
Analogously for the case n = 2 with A1 = 0 we can interpret A2 as the generator 
of a strongly continuous cosine operator function which also can be proved to be 
exponentially bounded (see [3]). 
In both the above cases, the exponential boundedness is a consequence of certain 
functional equations satisfied by semigroups and cosine functions of operators. 
In our general case we cannot proceed in such a way because we do not know any 
functional equations for solutions of the standard initial value problem [*] for the 
operators Al9 A2,..., An. Our proof is based on different ideas, in particular on the 
method of local or finite Laplace transform (see [4] and [5]). 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. We shall use the following notation: (1) R — the real number field, (2) R+ — 
the set of all positive real numbers, (3) (a, b) — the set of all real numbers between a 
and b if a, b e R, a < b, (4) (a>, oo) — the set of all real numbers greater than co 
if co e R, (5) Mx -> M2 — the set of all mappings of the whole set Mx into the set M2 . 
1.2. In the whole paper, E will be a Banach space over R with the norm || • ||. 
1.3. We shall denote: (l) L+(F) — the set of all linear operators from E into E, 
(2) L(F) — the Banach space of all closed everywhere defined operators from L+(F), 
equipped with the usual norm, (3) D(A) — the domain of the operator A e L+(F), 
(4) R(A) — trie range of the operator A e L+(F), (5) I — the identical operator from 
L(£). 
1.4. Let A be an open interval and fe A -> E. The notions of differentiability and 
of derivatives of the function fare considered in the usual sense (see [2]). The notions 
of integrability and of integral are used in the simplest form as absolutely con-
vergent Riemann integrals (see [2]) of vector-valued functions. 
1.5. Letfe R+ -> E. If the function f is continuous on R+ and bounded on (0, 1), 
then we shall use the following notations: 
l^f / ( T ) dr == /(r) for every teR+, 
L̂ f / (T) dr = I (t - %)
r- l / ( T ) dT for every t e R + 
Jo ( r - l ) ! j o 
and re {1, 2 , . . . } . 
2. AUXILIARY RESULTS 
2.1. Lemma. Let Ae L+(E), let A be an open bounded interval and f e A -* E. 
If (a) the operator A is closed, (P) the function f is continuous and bounded on A, 
(y)f(t) e D(A)f0r every t e A, (8) the function Af is continuous and bounded on A, 
then (a) \Af{x) dr e D(A), (b) A \Af{x) Ax = \A Af(x) dx. 
2.2. Lemma. Letfe R+ -» E. If the function f is continuous on R+ and bounded 
on (0, 1), then for every s e {0, 1, . . . } , the function 
w 
has the same property. 
2, 
Í/(T)dT 
2.3. Lemma. Let f e R+ -> E. If the function f is continuous on R+ and bounded 
on (0, 1), then 
'or every teR+ and s l5 s2 e {0,1, . . .} . i£i±£2r/(T)dT=hc / b r v ^ d ^ d T /< 
Jo Jo \ Jo / 
2.4. Lemma. Let f e R+ -> E. If the function f is continuous on R+ and bounded 
on (0, 1), then for every s e {0, 1, ...} 
(a) the function L f(T) dT is s-times differentiable on R+ , 
(b) i l ( W ' f W dx\ = ^ f / ( T ) dT for every teR+ and re {0, 1, ..., s}. 
2.5. Lemma. Let fe R+ -> F and g e {1, 2, . . . } . If (a) the function f is q-times 
differentiable on R+ , (P)f(<z) is continuous on R+ and bounded on (0, 1), (Y)f(0+) = 
= fX0+) = . . . = f
( ^ 2 ) ( 0 + ) = 0, then 
(a) f ( g _ 1 ) (0+ ) exisfc, 
(b) l-fV^-^(r)dT = I- i t i^ l fV^
- 1^)^ / ° r ™ery *eR+> 
Jo Jo 
Ze{0, 1, ...} and i e {1, 2, ..., q}, 
(c) l±tir/(«)(T)dT = L?ff
(4_1)(T)dT - -f (^"1)(0+) for every teR
+ and 
Jo Jo J-
/ e{0 , l , . . . } . 
2.6. Lemma. Let fe R+ -> K and r e {0,1,...}. If (a) the function f is r-times 
continuously differentiable and all these derivatives are bounded on R+, (P)f(0+) = 
= f(0+) = ... =f('-
1)(0+), fhenf0reverMeR
+ 
Xr [ V A t / W dT = f°°e"AV(r)(T) dT . 
Jo Jo 
2.7. Lemma. Let (p e R+ -> R,fe R+ -* E and r e {0, 1,...}. If (a) the function q> 
is r-times continuously differentiable on R+, (p) the function f is continuous on R+, 
W PkWl IfWI d* < °o, fV'tol |̂ rf(<r) dJ dT < oo, 
Jo Jo I Jo I 
I i + i r r 
(5) cp^(t)y. f(T)dT ~> 0f0r t -• 0+ and t -> oo andforje{0, 1,..., r - 1}, 
then 
r<p(x)f(x)dx =- (-1)' fV )(t)(^V(a)d<r)dT. 
2,8. Sublemma. Let A be an open interval, q> e A -> R and <P e A -> L(F). If 
(a) cp(X) =(= 0 and <P(X) is one-to-one, (#(A))-1 e L(F)for every Xe A, 
(P) IIKA))-1! ^ ((p(A))-1 for every XeA, 
(Y) the functions cp, 4> are infinitely differentiable on A, 
(5) ||#(r)0O|| = ( ~ l ) r + 1 <Pir)(X) for every XeA and re (l, 2, ...}, 
fhen 
(a) the functions (<p(A))-1 and (#(A))_1 are infinitely differentiable on A, 
(b) — ШУ1 = ( - l ) p — (<p(X))~x for every XeA and p e {0, 1,...}. 
Q/l 
Proof. First, we easily obtain from (a) and (Y) that 
(1) the functions ((p(X))~x, (<P(X))~l are differentiable on A, 
(2)A(^))-i = _ W A ) ) - v ( 4 
aX 
— (<P(X))~X = - ( ^ ( A ) ) " 1 * ' ^ ) ^ ) ) " 1 for every 2e/l. 
dl 
We now proceed by induction on p e {0, 1,...}. 
The case p = 0 is the assumption (|3). 
Let now p e {0, 1,...} be arbitrary and let us suppose that the assertions (a) and 
(b) are true for every 0, 1,..., p. 
It follows from the assumptions (a)-(Y) and from the induction hypothesis by 
means of the Leibniz theorem that 
(3) the functions (q>(X))~2 cp'(X) and ($(X))~X $'(X) (^(X))'1 are p-times differentiable 
on A. 
Further, it follows from (l), (2), (3) that 
(4) the functions (<p(A))_1 and ($(X))~X are (p + l)-times differentiable on A, 
(5) ££«.»-' - £,(£«?»-') - - ^«oW)-v«). 
S(*W)~' - £(sw»") - - S < w *'«(*»>-> 
P+1 
dX^ 
for every XeA. 
(6) 
Using now (8) and (5) we get by means of the Leibniz theorem 
dp d p + 1 I 
- — ( ф W ) _ 1 
dЛ p + l V V " 
dЛp «í(r^)wr)h 
-1.?» CO [i. 0 $ m)") *"K,v)] G£ (#wn) 
•(-ir'l^))-'-
- '-"Id) [1.0 (s«*') «*-'*'*)]£(.«)- -
- (-i)' ~f>M)" «-'MOW)-') - (-i)'^(WA))-2 »•«) -
- ( - ' ) ' * ' J ^ M * ) ) - for every J r M . 
The proof is complete because (4) and (6) confirm the induction hypothesis. 
2.9. Lemma. Let A be an open interval, q>, \j/ e A -> R and <P, ¥ e A -> L(£). If 
(a) the functions cp, \J/, #, W are infinitely differentiable on A, 
(p) ||<£(p)(A)|| -g ( - l)p <P(p)(A) for every X e A and p e {0, 1, . . . } , 
(y) 1 + i//(X) *0 andl + W(X) is one-to-one, (I + W(X))~1 e L(E) for every XeA, 
(5) ||(/ + ^(A))"1!! £ (1 + ^(A))"1 for every XeA, 
(e) || <F(r)(A)|| ^ ( - l ) r + 1 ^r\X) for every X e A and r e {1, 2, . . . } , 
then 
(a) the function $(X)(I + ^(A))-1 is infinitely differentiable on A, 
0) ^-(фtøu + y t ø n 
яwd pє{0, 1, ...}. 
--(-1V^,(^)(1 + ^W)"1) /°r e t ^ A e / 1 
Proof. Since the functions 1 + \f/ and / + V satisfy the hypotheses of Sublemma 
2.8, the assertions of the present lemma follow from 2.8 and from the Leibniz theorem. 
2.10. Lemma. Letfe R+ -+ E, let co be a constant and F e (co, oo) -> E. If 
(a) the function f is measurable and e-a)ff(0 is bounded on R+ , 
(p) F(X) = J e-Xxf(r)dx for every X > co, 
then 
(-iy,p + iyiF(B)/p+i\ p>(Ot }[}) 
for every t e R+ which is a point of continuity of the function f. 
Proof. The same as the proof of [1], Proposition 4A0, because the assumption 
of continuity can be clearly weakened to measurability. 
2.11. Lemma. Let M, co be two nonnegative constants and F e (co, oo) -> E. If 
(a) the function F is infinitely differentiable on (co, oo), 
(ß) II^WI = 
Mp\ 
(A - æ> 
— for every X > co and p e {0, 1, . . . } , 
then 
d" 1 
F(k) -M (~ 1 ) pdSG*(A-(»)) f o r every x>0)'pe{0,1'"--} and \\dXp Xs 
s e { 0 , l , . . . } . 
Proof. Easy by means of the Leibniz theorem. 
2.12. Lemma. Let co be a nonnegative constant and F e (co, oo) -> E. If 
(a) the function F is infinitely differentiable on (co, oo), 




( -1 )* (p + l \ p + 1 \_<F ^_ 
Proof. First, we easily see that 
for every X > co and p e {0, 1, . . . } , 
r~ ( — Y + 1 P £ , e -* r F(A)1 -->,-...,>«„ 0 /o r every 0 < t < T. 
I \ t J \_AXP , JA=(P+I)/. 
(!) tíü. (e~лгҒ(Я)) \ / d я ł Л v // =o\fc/ 
< M(-l)>í (*\ Í l (e- ) --H (LJ_J ) = M(-l)^ - ^ 
" V *=o Vfc/ dA*V } ák'~k \k\k -co)J V ' dAp AS(A - co) 
for every T > 0, X > co and p e {0, 1, . . . } . 
On the other hand, we obtain from Lemma 2.7 for <p{t) = e~Ar,f(f) = ewr, re R + , 
and for r = s that 
(2) = — I e ' V ' d t = f e -
A t ( H era<Tdcr ) dT for every 
A*(.l-o>) ASJ0 Jo V Jo / 
By (2), we can write 
X > æ. 
(3) 
»-AГ 
- = e ~ л г Гe-дd--Гe«wdff)dт = fV
д ( г + r , (^ jVd<Л 
eroffdcr) dT for every T > 0 and X > co. 
XS(X - co) 
By Lemma 2A0, taking here f(t) = 0 for 0 < t < T and 
Q™ da for t = T, we obtain from (3) that 
(-1)JY.P+ l V + 1 [ d p / e~Ar 
e t u < т dťт ì d т 
*>- b Jľ 
w^^ns ,P>cof 0 for every 0 < f < T. {XS{X - c o ) / / J A = ( p + 1 ) / r 
The assertion is an immediate consequence of (1) and (4). 
2.13. Lemma. Let f e (0, T) -* F, T > 0 and s e {1, 2, ...}. If the function f is 
s-times continuously differentiable on (0, T), then 




(s)(0/^^ery *e(0, T), 
hSJk = 0 \fc/ 
(»>) i f!)(-l)S"V(^ + ^ ) = f f . . . ff(S)(r + T1+T2 + ... + T5)dT1dT2...dTs 
*=o\fc/ JoJo Jo 
for every t e (0, T) and h > 0 suc/i tha* sh < T — t. 
Proof. It is easy to see that (a) follows from (b). Hence we prove only (b). 
We proceed by induction on s. The case s = 1 of the identity (b) is evident. 
Now suppose that (b) is true for an s e {1, 2,...} and prove it for s + 1. 
Using the known identity 
\ k ) = \k) + \k-l) 
for every k e {1, 2,..., s}, we easily obtain 
a) % ( s I y-iy+i-kf(t + kh) = ify(-iy-k(f(t + (k + i)h)~ 
- f(t + kh)) for every t e (0, T) and h > 0 such that (s + 1) h < T - t. 
Using the induction hypothesis, we can write by (1) that 
(2) ^1 (S I ^ (-l)S+1~kf(t + kh) = J" f. . . [*(/«(' + h + Tl + T2 ... + TS) -
-f(s)(f + TX + T2 + ... + Ts))dTi dT2 ... dTs for every f e(0, T) and h > 0 
such that (s + 1) ft < T - L 
From (2) we easily obtain that 
(3) z(s + l)(-iy+l-kf(t + kh) = 
k=0\ k ) 
nh ph 
. . . f(S + 1)(r + T! +T 2 + ... + Ts + Ts+1)dT1dT2...dTsdTs+1 
o Jo 
for every t e (0, T) and h > 0 such that (s + 1) h < T - L 
But (3) proves the induction step and hence completes the proof. 
2.14. Lemma. Let feR+ -> £, let M, to be two nonnegative constants and se 
e{0, l , . . .} . If 
(a) the function f is s-times continuously differentiate on R+, 
Íoo e-*V(т) dT exists for every X > co, 
W l ^ , ( A , r e ~ A t / ( T ) d T ) ^ TT^^—U M every X >co and pe {0,1,...}, ||dAPV Jo / (A-co)p+1 
then | |f ( s )(t)| ^ Me0" for every ( e R + . 
Proof. Let us first write 
(1) F(X) = rV*V(T) áx for X > co. 
It is easy to see that 
(2) the function F is infinitely differentiate on (co, oo). 
Further, we shall write 
{3) Gr(X) = X
rF(X) for k > co and r e {0, 1,...}. 
8 
For the sake of simplicity we further introduce the following notation: 
( 4 ) / ^ ) = - ^ V - ^ Y + V « > ( - - - t - 1 ) for teR+ and qe{0,l,...} 
such that q > cot. 
We now prove some auxiliary results. 
It follows from (1), (a) and (P) in virtue of Lemma 2.10 that 
(5) /«(0 -V>«/(0 f o r every t e R+. 
It is clear from (2) and (4) that 
(6) for every q e {0, 1,...}, the function^ is infinitely differentiable on {t : q > cot}. 
Now we shall prove that 
(?) fr« - ^ ^ T y fc±±yr+l<&+» (-LL1) for every . e R+ and 
q e {0, 1, ...} such that q > cot and for every r e {0, 1, . . .} . 
We proceed by proving (7) by induction on r. 
The case r = 0 is clear from definitions (3) and (4). 
Suppose now that (7) is valid for some r e {0, 1, . . .} . Since, by (3), clearly 
G%\r+1)(X) = (q + r + 1) G(r
q+r)(X) + AG<«+r+1)(A) for every X > co and q, r e 
e {0, 1, . . . } , we obtain from (7) that 
+ -il c^.,(^)]. _i^l (tiip Gftr ..(^i) 
for every * e R+ and q e {0, 1,...} such that g > cat. But this last identity justifies 
the induction step and proves (7). 
After these auxiliary results, we proceed to the proof proper of our Lemma 2.14. 
In view of (1) and (3), the assumption (y) can be written in the form 
(8) ||G<P>(A)|| ^ Mp[ for every X > a> and pe{0,1,...}. 
(X - to) 
It follows from (7) and (8) that 
q + 1 \«+ s + 1 
_h%L+ŮLl t—\ =M 
ql(q + íy\q_±±_J .j.fa + ť/L 
-ҷ«+«) Í_LJI____ 
" V t 





for every t e R+ and q e {0, 1,...} such that q > cor. 
Using Lemma 2.13 (b) we get easily from (6) and (9) that 
(io)lt(r')(-irv,(. + **)|55 
||*=o \kj li 
< f f • • • f llfr(' + Tt + T2 + ... + Ts)|| dt. dT2 ... dTs < 
Jojo Jo 
(a + s)! p p p / 1 \q+s+1 
?-'(g + l Y J o J o ' J o V t0(t + T t + T 2 + ... + T.)| 
. dTx dT2 . . . dTs 
for every t e R+ and q e {0, 1, ...} such that q > cot and every h > 0 such that 
g > co(t + sh). 
Letting q -> co in (10), we get from (5) by virtue of Lemmas 2.17 and 2A9 that 
(11) I t (S) (~l)S~kf(t + kh)\ __M[h[h... [ V ^ + f t + " ' ^ dT, dT2...dTs __ 
||* —0 || Jo Jo Jo 
__ Mhs Q^t+Sh) for every t e R+ and h > 0. 
By virtue of Lemma 2A3 (a) we immediately get the desired result from (11) for 
fc-»0+. 
2.15. Lemma. Letfe R+ -> E. If the function f is continuous on R+ and bounded 
on (0,1), then 
Xs f T e " ^ ^ f V(€r) diA dr = | r e- A V(t)dT - e - ^ t / ^ f / W d T 
for every T> 0, AeR and s e{ l , 2, . . .}. 
10 
Proof. By induction on s. 
2.16. Lemma. 
AÍ+I f e-A t l íd T = i - e - ^ £ i^Lfor every T>0, AeR and /e{0,l , . . .} . 
Jo l! *=o k\ 
Proof. By induction on /. 
2.17. Lemma. For every t e R+, co _ 0 and s e {0, 1, . . .} , 
p + 1 \ ' + s + 1 
, p-oo,p>c>t 
^ i l i - c o j 
2.18. Lemma. For every t e R+, co _ 0 and s e {0, 1, . . . } , 
-ir ( ^ ) [^ (?^)LC F + 1 ) /r^
-- , > - ' leMt dT' 
Proof. It is easy to prove by induction on s that for X > co and s e {0, 1,...}, 
* = re-^fVdcAdT. 
Now it suffices to apply Lemma 2.10. 
2.19. Lemma. For every t e R+, co ^ 0, p e {0, 1,...} such that p > 2cot and 
se{0,l,...}, 
I P + 1 \"+S+1 
' + !-„, 
< 2 se2 ю ř. 
r 
2.20. Lemma. For every t > 0, co _ 0 and s e {0, 1,...}, 
i-?l e w t d r < e<°<- . - ľ e ^ d т ^ 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
3.1. Let Al9 A2, ...,Ane L
+(E), n e {1, 2,...}, and u e R+ -* £. The function w 
will be called a standard solution for the operators Au A2,..., An if 
(1) w is rc-times differentiable on R+, 
11 
(2) u{n-l\t) e D(Ai) for every t e R+ and i e {1, 2,.. . , n}9 
(3) the functions AjuSn-l) are continuous on R+ and bounded on (0, 1) for every 
ie{ l ,2 , . . . ,n}, 
(4) u(n)(f) + A^-^t) + ... + An u(t) = 0 for every t e R
+, 
(5) u(0+) = u'(0+) - . . . = u
(""2)(0+) = 0. 
3.2. Proposition. Let Al9 A2, ...,Ane L
+(F), n e {l, 2, . . .} , and u e R+ -> E. 
If the function u is a standard solution for the operators Al9 Al9 ..., An9 then 
(a) u(rt-1}(0+) exlsrs, 
(b) the functions u, u',..., u(rt) are continuous on R+ and bounded on (0, 1). 
3.3. Proposition. Lef Al9 Al9 ...9Ane L
+(E), n e {1, 2, . . . } , and u e R+ -> £. 7/ 
(a) fhe operators Al9 Al9 ...9 An are closed, 
(P) the function u is a standard solution for the operators Al9 Al9 ..., An9 
then for every t e R+, i e {l, 2, ..., n} and / e {0, 1, . . . } , fhe following statements 
hold: 
(a) L?PM(«-'>(T)dr6 D(A,) and ^ f u
(rt~f)(T) dT = -if A, U ^ T ) dT, 
Jo Jo Jo 
«l-tt -['u^-^dxeDiAi) and A}1+Í Í f V " " " ^ = \lf AtuS"-^)dx, 
Jo Jo Jo 
(c) L'f W(T) d T G D(^,) and AfL-fu(T) dT -= I"
 f + / ( \ U ^ T ) dT. 
Jo Jo Jo 
Proof. Use 2.1-2.5 and 3.2. 
3.4. Proposition. Let Al9 Al9 ...,Ane L
+(K), n e {1, 2,. . .}, and /ef K e R+ -> R 
be a nonnegative function. If 
(a) the operators Al9 Al9 ...9An are closed, 
(P) there exists a dense subset Z £ E such that for every xeZ9we can find a stan-
dard solution u for the operators Al9 A2, ...9Anfor which u
(rt'1}(0+) = x9 
(y) for every standard solution u for the operators Al9 A2,..., An9 for every 0 < 





^ ( т ) | « ( " - 1 , ( o + ) | , 
12 
then there exists a function We R+ x £ - > £ such that 
a) for every x e E, the function W(', x) is continuous on R+ and bounded on (0, 1), 
b) \ (t - T)*"1 W(T, X) dT e D(At) for every x e E, teR
+ and i e {1, 2, ..., n), 
c) the function AA (t — T ) I _ 1 W(T, x)dT is continuous on R+ and bounded on 
Jo 
(0, 1) for every xe E and i e (1, 2, ..., n}, 
n 4 M 
d) W(t, x) + £ -4f (f - T)*"
1 W(T, x) dT = x for every xeEandte R+ , 
« - i ( i - l ) ! Jo 
e) for every * e R+ , the function W(t, •) is a linear mapping, 
0 T^Л.Г(í-*)"1ИЧт,*)<Ь 
»--)• Jо 
= K(T) ||x|| for every x e F, 0 < t = T 
and i e {1, 2, ..., n}, 
g) JV(f, u(n_1)(0+)) == u
(n_1)(t) for every standard solution u for the operators 
Al9 A2, ..., An and for every t e R
+ . 
Proof. First, we easily see from (y) that 
1) for every xeE, there exists at most one standard solution u for the operators 
Al9 A2, ...,An such that u
( r t - 1 ) ( 0 + ) = x. 
Further, let us denote 
2) D — the set of all x e E for which there exists a standard solution u for the 
operators Al9 A2, ...,An satisfying w
("~1)(0+) = x. 
Now we define a function W0 e R
+ x D -> £ in the following way: 
3) PVo('>*) = uin~1}(t) for every f e R+ where w is, according to (l) and (2), 
the unique standard solution u for the operators Al9 A2, ..., An satisfying 
wc-D(0+ ) = x. 
Since, by (a), Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 are applicable we easily obtain from (3) that 
4) the function W0, defined by (3), possesses the properties (a) —(g) if we write 
there W0 instead of W and D instead of E. 
Further, it follows from (4) (the properties (d) and (f)) that there exists a non-
negative function X 0 e R
+ -> R such that 
5) || JV0('> *)|| = K0(T) ||x|| for every 0 < t = T. 
On the other hand, by the assumption (|3) 
13 
(6) the set D, defined by (2), is dense in E. 
Now, it is easy to conclude the proof. 
We first obtain from (5) and (6) that there exists a unique continuous extension 
We R+ x E -• E of the function W0 e R
+ x D -* E. By (4), it suffices to extend 
also the validity of the properties (a)-(f) from D to E which is easily done by means 
of the assumption (a). The property (g) is automatically satisfied by W as a con-
sequence of the definition (2) of the set D. 
3.5.Proposition. Let At, A2,..., AneL
+(E), we {1,2,...}, and WeR+ x E -> E.If 
(a) the operators Al9 A2,..., An are closed, 
(P) for every standard solution u for the operators Al9 A2, ..., An such that 
u{n~1)(0+) = 0, we have u(t) = 0/0r every t e R
+, 
(y) the conditions 3.4 (a) —(d) are fulfilled, 
then for every x e D(At) n D(A2) n ... n D(An) and for every t e R
+, 
W{*> *) + i 7-~Z f (' - T) i _ 1 w(*> A*) d* = *• 
Proof. For the sake of simplicity of formulas we shall write Ao = I. 
By means of Lemmas 2.1—2.3 and of Proposition 3.3, we easily obtain from 
(a) and (y) that 
(1) for every xeE and / e {0,1,...}, the function 
|/f 
M W(T, X) dT is continuous on R+ and bounded on (0, 1), 
Jo 
I 7 4-/ f* 
(2) l£Z__ W(r,x)dxeD(Aj) for every xeE, teR+, j e {0, 1,..., n} and 
Ze{0,l,. . .}, 
(3) for every xeEJ e {0,1,..., n} and / e {0, .1, . . .} , the function 
I/ + Z f 
Aj^- 1 W(x, x) dT is continuous on R+ and bounded on (0, 1), 
» 1/4-//" tl 
(4) Y,^ JV(T, x) dT = - x for every xeE, teR+ and Ze{0,l, . . .}. 
J-o Jo 1! 
Let us now fix an x e D(At) n D(A2) n ... n D(An) and let us write 





(6) the function w is continuous on R+ and bounded on (0, 1), 
(7) ^1 W(T) dT G D(Aj) for every t e R+ and j e {0, 1, ..., n}, 
(8) the functions Aj^-l W(T) dT are continuous on R+ and bounded on (0, 1) for 
Jo 
every j e { 0 , 1, . . . , n } , 
(9) i A^w(x) dT = i AjW ( i HXW(a, Akx)do) dT - £ £ AjX = 
1=o J 0 j = o J o V = o Jo / 1=°/! 
= Z ZAj^\ W(r,Akx)dr - £ LAJX = 
j = o fc = o Jo 1=o/! 
= £ iAJ\^Cw(.,Akx)dr-li-AJr = 
fc=o 7 = 0 J0 7=0 j ! 
n tfc n f1 
= J] — Afcx — X "~ ^ 1 *
 = 0 for every f e R+ . 
fc=o fc! 1=o j ! 
Let us now denote 
(10) w0(t) = L-̂ J w(T)dT for te R
+ . 
It immediately follows from (6) —(10) by virtue of Lemma 2.4 that w0 is a standard 
solution for the operators Ax, A2, ...,-4„ such that wo
n~X)(0+) = 0. Thus by (P), 
wQ(t) = 0 for every t e R
+ . But according to Lemma 2.4 we see at once that also 
w(t) = 0 for every ( e R + . This fact together with (5) implies the assertion since 
x e D(A1) n D(A2) n ... n D(An) was chosen arbitrary. 
3.6. Proposition. Let At, A2,..., An e L
+(F), n e {1, 2 , . . . } , and let M, co be two 
nonnegative constants. If 
(a) the operators Au A2,..., An are closed, 
(P) for every X > co, the operator XnI + Xn~1A1 + ... + An is one-to-one and 
(XnI + Xn~1A1 + .. . + A,,)"
1 e L(F), 
(y) the functions At(X
nI + Xn~1A1 + ... + An)~
l are infinitely differentiable on 
(co, co) for every i e {1, 2, ..., n}, 
Mp\ (5) 1—;."-'-Mjtt-j + r - 1 ^. + ... + A,)-1 
dAp (А - a>> 
,p+ 
- for every 
А > ш, i є {1, 2, ..., n} and p є {0, 1,...}, 
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then for every standard solution u for the operators Al9 Al9 ..., An9 for every 
t e R+ and for every i e {1, 2,..., p}, 
1Í 
II.ІC 
AiU^-^àx й Meю ' | |u ( n-1 >(0+)|| 
Proof. For the sake of simplicity we shall write 
(1) R(X) = (XnI + XH-1A1 + ... + A,,)'
1 for X> co. 
Then by assumption (8) 
(2) — Аn-.i-1AjЯ(А) w dА" w 
Mp\ 
(А - ю) 
— for every X > co9 i e {1,2, ..., n} and 
Pe{0,l,...} 
lince clearly . 
once from (2) that 
Si  l l  X"'1 R(X) = -I - YJX
n~i~~1AiR(X) for every X > co9 we get at 
X i = l 
(3) ІĽ. 
dА" 
(^R(X)) < - —- for every A > co and p e Í0, 1,...). 
~ (A - c o ) ^ 1 i- i > 
Now let w be a fixed standard solution for the operators Al9 Al9..., An which will 
be examined up to the end of the proof. 
We get from the properties 3.1 (a)—(e) and from the assumption (a) by means of 
Lemmas 2.2, 2.4, 2.5, Proposition 3.2 and Proposition 3.3 that 
|/f f 
(4) the function -- w(T)dT is continuous on R+ and bounded on (0, 1) for every 
/ e{0 , l , . . . } , 
(5) LM u(x) dT e D(i4f) for every t e R
+ and / e {0, 1, . . . } , 
|/f 
(6) the function A^i W(T) dT is continuous on R+ and bounded on (0, 1) for every 
Jo 
i e {1, 2,.. . , n} and / e {0, 1,...}, 
(7) u(t) + £ A^-[U(T) dT = f 1 u{n-l\Q+) for every t e R+. 
»=i Jo ( « - ! ) ! 
In virtue of Lemma 2.1, we deduce immediately from (a) and (4) — (6) that 
(8) f e-^/^r^d^dTGD^.) and 
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A% f e-
Xx(^{*u(a) da\dx = f C-XX(AM! u(a)da\dt for every T > 0, 
AeR, *e{l, 2, ..., n] and /e{0, 1,...}. 
Multiplying (7) by e"AT, integrating from 0 to Tand using (8) we can write 
(9) fVATu(T)dT + £ At C^-^^Cu^da) dT = fV
A T T" l ^ dT u<"~1)(0+) 
for every T > 0 and AeR . 
Multiplying (9) by A" and using Lemmas 2.15 and 2.16 we get 
(10) A" f e~Atu(T)dT + 
+ £ A"-uJfVATu(T)dT - e - ^ A ^ ^ f u ^ d T l = 
' = - LJo ^ = 0 Jo J 
= ["l - Q'^Y ® n u<""1)(0+) for every T > 0 and A e R. 
By means of (8) we obtain from (10) after rearranging the terms 
(11) (AnI + Xn~1A1 + ... + ,4n) f e"
ATu(T)dT = 
= u * " " 1 ^ ) - e-AT"z ^ u < " " 1 ) ( 0 + ) + 
i=o 11 
n i-l lk-4-ir r 
+ e"AT Z Z A " - ' ^ ^ - - U(T) dT for every T > 0 and A e R. 
i = ifc=o Jo 
Owing to (p) we can rewrite (11) in view of (1) in the form 
(12) f V A T U(T) dT = K(A) u<""X)(0+) - "^ - e'
A rA' R(X) u<"~1)(0+) + 
Jo '=0 *! 
+ Z E e " ^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ! u(T)dT for every T> 0 and A 
j=ik=0 J o 
By Lemma 2.15 we get from (12) that 
(13) f \->*(li(Xu(a) d<i\ dT = A"
f i?(A) u<""1)(0+) -
> 03. 
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И - l rpl 
- £ -e-*тÅl-iR(X)u«-í\0+) + 
1=0 /! 
+ t Ze-ArA"-^+fc-iR(A)A7.-^tlf u(T)dT -
j=ifc=o J 0 
i"i l r + l f r 
~ £e-A TA r- l 'L_— U(T) dT for every T > 0, A > co and i e {1, 2 , . . . , n}. 
r=o J 0 
It follows from (5), (8) and (13) that 
(14) f V ^ / A , W'u^dcAdt = A"fAiR(A)u<--
1)(0+) -
- " l -e - Ä T A | -U l .R(A)f i<"-
1 >(0 + ) + 
i=o I! 
n i - i 
+ £ Ie-ATA-^+*-Ul.R(A) A ) ^ [ u(x)dx -
1-i*=o Jo 
*-- lr-4-lPr 
- Xe" A T A r - f A I -—- u(T)dT for every T > 0, A > w and i e {1, 2 , . . . , n}. 
'=° Jo 
In virtue of Lemmas 2.10, 2.11 and 2.12 we get from (2), (3), (12) and (14) that 
(15) u(t) = lim iz^fi±l\P+1 f—pR(A)l u<
w"1)(0+) for every teR\ 
(16) A^f u(T)dT = lim i^fi±jy+1 r£(A-UfR(A))l u^(0+) 
Jo * - * p\ \ t ) |_dAp JU=(P+i)/f 





for A > co and i e {1, 2 , . . . , n} we see from (2), (3), (15) and (16) by means of Lemmas 
2.11, 2.18 and 2.20 with s = n - 1 that 
(17) \\u(t)\\ g (1 + nM)e°"— for every ( e R + , 
(n - 1)! 
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I  I i f II t " - 1 
(18) JAM u(t)dx\\ ^Me°" for every ( eR + and ie{1 , 2,...,n}. 
II J o II (»--)' 
In virtue of Lemma 2.1 we easily deduce from (8) that 
(19) Ve-'1* h - f u ^ ) dciJ dT e D(A/) and 
Ai e"At(LI u(o-) do-J dT = e_it[.4,LJ u(cr)d<r)dT for every A > co and 
i e { l , 2, . . . , n}. 
It follows from (7) and (19) that 
(20) (A7 + X"-1A1 + ... + An) rV
A ,tt(t)dT = 
= X*(l + jA, + ... + iA„)JVAtu(T)dT = 
= A" I" fVA t U(T) dT + | At fV
A t ^r«(ff) da\ dx~\ = 
= A" re-
At["u(T) + fAi^ru(tr)d<TldT = 
= A" | e~XT — dT u("-1)(0+) = u
("-1)(0+) for every A > co. 
Jo (« - 1)! 
In view of (1) we can rewrite (20) in the form 
(21) | VAtu(T)dT = R(A)u("_1)(0+) for every A > co. 
Now we easily obtain from (18), (19) and (21): 
(22) fVAt/V^fu(*)d<r)dT = A, fV^f t tWdffJdT = 
= X-% ( V * 1 U(T) dT = A-U,i?(A) u("-X)(0+) 
for every A > co and i e {1, 2,..., n}. 
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On the other hand, we obtain by Proposition 3.3 that 
(23) AfL-fu(T)dT = A^t'uO-%T)dT = 
Jo Jo 
= L-H Ai U^-1)(T) dT for every t e R+ and i e {1, 2, ..., n}. 
According to Lemma 2.4 we see from (23) that 
ur 
(24) the function A^i w(T)dT is (n — l)-times continuously differentiable on R+, 
(25) -^(A l^ru(T)dT > \ = f AiU^-^dT for every teR+ and ie{l,2,...,n}. 
By (2), (22) and (24), Lemma 2.14 is clearly applicable with 
f(t) = 4 . - | M(T)dT and s = n - 1 
and so we immediately get the desired result from the identity (25). 
The proof is complete. 
3.7. Remark. The case n = 1 in the above Proposition was proved by Ju. J. Ljubic 
in [5], p. 30. The present generalisation for arbitrary n e {l, 2, ...} is based on the 
same idea, but brings about many technical difficulties. 
3.8. Theorem. Let Al9 A2,..., An e L
+(F), n e {1, 2,...}. If 
(a) the operators Al9 A2,..., An are closed, 
(p) there exists a dense subset Z !_ E such that for every xeZ, we can find a stan­
dard solution ufor the operators Al9 Al9..., An so that w)
(n"1)(0+) = x, 
(?) for every T > 0, there exists a K _ 0 such that for every standard solution u 
for the operators Al9 A2, ..., An, for every 0 < t ^ T and for every i e 
e {1, 2,..., n}, the following inequality holds: 
IГ A-u^-^x) dr 
II Jo 
ŠK\\u^\0+)\\, 
then there exist nonnegattve constants M, co such that for every standard solution u 
for the operators Au A2,..., An, for every t e R
+ and for every i e {1, 2, ..., n}9 
IIÍ 
II Jo 
^ u ^ - ^ d T й Meю'|«(я-1)(0+) 
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Note 1. The assumption (Y) can be formulated equivalently as follows: 
(YO for every T > 0, there exists a K ^ 0 such that for every standard solution u 
for the operators Al9 A2, ..., An,for every 0 < t g T and for every i e {1, 2,... 
..., n — 1}, the following inequalities hold: 
1M("-1,(.)1 á X||«(-1)(0+)|| , 
Í: A.a(""0(T)dT JK||н<"-1)(0+) 
Note 2. The conclusion of our theorem moreover implies: 
| |K ( , , ~ 1 ) (0 | | -S (1 + " M ) e£or||w(n-1)(0+)|| for every f e R
+ . 
Proof. For the sake of simplicity of formulas we shall write in the whole proof 
A0=L 
Further, we choose a fixed, nonnegative function K e R+ -> R such that the as-
sumption (Y) holds for every T > 0 with the constant K = K(T). 
By Proposition 3.4 we can fix a function We R+ x E -> E such that 
(1) the function IF possesses the properties 3.4 (a) —(f). 
It follows easily from (1) by using properties 3.4 (d) and (f) that there exists a non-
negative function K0 e R
+ -> R such that 
(2) U jЩ W(x,x)dx = K0(T) \\x\\ for every x e E, 0 < t = T and 
jє{0, 1,,..., и}. 
Now we prepare some auxiliary results and introduce some notations. 
In virtue of Lemmas 2.1 — 2.3 we easily get from (1) (properties 3.4 (a) —(d)) that 
(3)lL±ffV(T,x)dTeD(A J.), 
Aj IL-"* j W(x, x) dx = L?| My ̂ f W(a, x) da\ dx for every xeE, ( e R + , 
je{0, 1,..., n} and se{0, 1,...}. 
Further, in virtue of Lemma 2.1 we get from (3) that 
(4) r<p(x) (-it-J VO, *) da) dx e D(Aj), 
Ajr<p{r)\^^(''w(a,x)da\dx = p^t) (^i--tf fV(cr, x)da) dx 
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for every continuous bounded function q> e R+ -* R vanishing outside of a bounded 
subset of R+, for every xeE, j e {0, 1,..., n} and 5 e {0,1,...}. 
Further, we choose a fixed function 3 e R + -> R such that 
(5) 3 is (n + l)-times continuously differentiate on R+, 
(6) 0 ^ 3(f) = 1 for every t e R
+, 3(f) = 1 for 0 < t = 1 and 3(f) = 0 for t = 2. 
Let us further denote 
(7) L = Max ( sup \9U)(t)\). 
j e {0 , l n+1} teR+ 
Integrating by parts we get from (5) and (6) that 
(8) f V A t 3(T) dT = - (l + f V A t 3'(T) d ^ for every A > 0. 
Further, it follows from (1), (5) and (6) in virtue of Lemma 2.7 that 
(9) f V A t 9(T)MX W(a9 x) de\ dx = 
=• ( - i ) r i ( r ) (-W f V A t &r~k)(i) y^-{%w{°>x)d(7) dz for every x E E> 
Ae R and r,se {0, 1,...}. 
After these preparatory technicalities we return to the proof proper. 
n 
The first step will be the proof that the operator ]T AB"-/.4/ is one-to-one for 
1=o 
sufficiently large X. 
First, according to (1), we can apply Proposition 3.5 and write 
(10) i 1̂ 1 W(x9 Ajx) dT = x for every x e D(At) n D(A2) n...n D(An) and 
1=o Jo 
feR + . 
Multiplying (10) by e"At 3(T) and integrating over (0, oo) we get 
(11) Z ["e-^ 3(T) rt^f V(<7, ̂ .X) d(A dT = 
/•oo 
= e~At 3(T) dT x for every x e D(AX) n D(A2) n ... D(An) and A G R. 
It follows from (8), (9) with s = j and r = n — j and from (11) that 
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(12) pe"* Í̂ T) (--tfV(ff, £ A--Uyx) da) dT + 
+ U-irrkY ("~
J)(-^r^"r^-J-k\z)MZW(cr,Ajx)da)dx = 
= - ( 1 + f e_At S'(T) dT J x for every x e D(A1) n D(A2) n ... n D(A„) 
and A > 0. 
Multiplying (12) by A and rearranging the terms we get 
(13) A [ V A t 3(T) (WV((7, J A"--Uyx) da\ dr -= 
= x - | - J e-At£'(T)dTX -
-l(-lY~jn~f\n~J)(-W+1 re-Xx&H-J-k\T)MXW(aM 
for every x e D(AX) n D(A2) n ... n D(A„) and A > 0. 
Immediately from (13) we get the following identity: 
(14) x = - J e-At#'(T)dTx -
for every x e D(AX) n D(A2) n ... n D(A-) and A > 0 such that 
n 
Y. k"-}AjX = 0. 
;=o 
It follows from (1), (3) and (4) that 
(15) ArfZ(-l)"-
;"Z 7" ~j)(-*)k+i re-^5<-'-«(T). 
\1=o k=o \ k / Jo 
.(-^w(a, v)dir)dt) - ] z ( - i r ; T l (" " ^ M r 1 • 
. f V A t «("--'-->(T) ( L - - - T ( V _ | V ( e , A;x) d ^ dcr) dt for every 
x є D ( Л . ) n D ( Л 2 ) n . . . n D(AЯ), ЛєR and rє{0, 1 n - 1}. 
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The properties (2), (5), (6), (7) and (15) imply 
(i6) L re-^(T)dTArx - ^ f z \ - i r ^ T 7
n r ^ i -^ r 1 
II Jo V=° k = o \ k J . 
. re-^^-^'-^f^f ^(^x)dcAdTjl = i e-
AtdTL||Arx 
n - l n - i - l / -\ f2 ™-r i 
+ Z E ( " . y )A» + 1 e " * d i i > - — X 0 ( 2 ) | | A , x | | á Í L | | A r 
i=o fc=o \ k / J x (n - rj! X 
n - l n - y - i / .\ - A 2 r t _ r 
+ E E (\})^~L^--K0(2)\\AjX\\Z 
7=0 fc=0 \ k / A (rc — r j ! 
•X + 
1 л - 1 
á -L||Arx|| + (1 + xүe-tLГKfåYЏjxl й 
Я ; = o 
g ^ + 2»ZJ_0(2)(1 + Я)»e-*J Д I И , x|| for every 
x e D ( A x ) n D ( A 2 ) n ... n D(AM), A > 0 and r e { 0 , 1, ..., n - 1}. 
It is now easy to see from (16) that there exists a constant co0 such that 
(17) co0 = 0, 
(is) 1- fY*s'(T)dT x̂ ~ ^ f z(-ir y" z"1 (n 7j)(-w+1 • 
II J o V1= 0 k=o \ k J 
. P V " ^m'J'k\T)(^(tW(GMjx)da\ dx\ = — V| |-4 yx| | for every 
xeD(Al)n D ( A 2 ) n . . . n D(A„), k > co0 and r e { 0 , 1,..., n - l}. 
It follows easily from (14), (17) and (18) that 
n - l 1 n - 1 
(19) £ Mr*|| ^ - E \\Ajx\\ f o r e v e f y x e D(Ai) n D (^ 2 ) n . . . n D(A„) and 
r = 0 2 j = 0 
n 
A > c00 such that £ X*~
JAjX = 0. 
J=o 
On the other hand, let us observe that, because A0 = I, 
(20) £ M i * | = 0 if and only if x = 0. 
i=-o 
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But as an immediate consequence of (19) and (20) we have: 
n 
(21) the operator £A"- JA / is one-to-one for every X > co0. 
1=o 
Now we proceed to the next step of our proof, namely, we shall try to find some 
n 
analytical expressions for the operator ( £ A""My)"1 for sufficiently large X > co0. 
j=o 
According to (1) we can write 
(22) £ Aj L-M JF(T, X) dT = x for every x e E and t e R+. 
1=o Jo 
Multiplying (22) by e~At #(T), integrating over (0, oo) as permitted by (5) and (6) 
and using (4) we get at once 
(23) £ ^ / ( | e~Xx 9(T)^\(G, x) da\dx\ = f V A t S(T) dT x for every 
x e E and I G R . 
It follows from (4) and (9) with s = j and r = n — j and from (8) that (23) can be 
rewritten in the form 
(24) | X«-jAj ( V A t S(T) M* W(a9 x) da\ dr\ + 
+ i W - W n ~€(n :j)(-w r*-»»<--j-k\x). 
1 = o \u=o \ k J J 0 
. A^j W(a, x)da\ dz\ = - ( 1 + | e"At 3'(T) dT^x for every xeE and X > 0. 
Multiplying (24) by X and rearranging the terms we get 
(25) £ X»-jAj ( f°°Ae"At 3(T) ( H V(<r, x)d<A <k) = x - [~- f V A t 3'(T) dT x -
j=o \ k=o \ k ) 
. j e-Xt^"-J-k\T)(\^\ W(o-,x)d(7jdTjlfor every xeE and X > 0. 
For the sake of simplicity we define 
(26) G(X)x= f Ae-At9(T)A^fV(<T,;c)d<AdT for xeE and l e R , 
25 
(27) fl(A), = - r*-»V(x)drx - " i f - l f A Y T Y " . ' V ^ 1 -
Jo 1=° \ * = ° V k ) 
. l e - ^ ^ - ^ - ^ T ) ^ ! W(a, x) da J dt J for xeE and AeR. 
According to (26) and (27) we can rewrite (25) in the form 
n 
(28) ~~ X"-JAj G(X) = / - H(A) for every A e R. 
1=o 
Now, we shall establish some necessary estimates for G and H. 
We begin with the function G. 
In virtue of Lemmas 2.4 and 2.6 we get easily from (1), (3), (4) and (26) that 
(29) A"-*-1^ G(X) x=At( P V - ' e - * S(T) ( W V((7, X) dcA dt^j = 
-*(T'-1£W>HH-
=* ( P S C r') """""'H.'"*'*>d-)dT)= 
= "1 (" ~ *) f e_At y(B_,'"t)(T) (.4,---^fV(ff, X) dff) dT = 
- f ' ( " - ') re-Atac- i-*>(T)(l-^^rA flifV(e,x)ded(7)dT 
for every x e E, X e R and i e {1, 2,.. . , n}. 
It follows from (29) that 
(30)^-p(X°->-
lAiG(X)x) = 
= 1 (" " ' ) f e _ A t ( - ^ s ( n - f - k ) ( t ) ( ^ ^ T A f ( t i fV( e , x) dc)da) dT 
for every x e E, A e R, i e {1, 2,.. . , n} and p e {0, 1,...}. 
Using (2), (5), (6) and (7) we get easily the following estimate from (30): 
d ' (A-'-M, G(A) x)| = £ (" ~ ') f V * V dxL """ ' K0(2)||x|| = 




^ -—- 22nLK0(2) \\x\\ for every x e E, X > 0, i e {1, 2,.. . , n) and 
A 
pe{0,l,...}. 
The estimate (31) may be written, as is easily seen, in the form 
(32) — (A"-'-U,G(A))|| = - 4 ; 2
2"LK0(2) 
dX" \\ Xp+1 
for every X > 0, ie {1, 2,. . . , n} and p e {0, 1,...}. 
Let us now denote 
e~XT S'(T) dT x for x e £ and X e R, 
(34) H . ( A ) X - U - i T ' A j f Y 1 (nT^i-W*1-
j=0 \ t=o \ k J 
f"e-a» 5«-j-*)(T) (M W(„f x) d<r J dT ] for every x e E and X e R. 
By (27), (33) and (34), 
(35) H(X) = if0(A) - H.(A) for every AeR. 
Now we easily obtain with regard to (5)—(7) and (33) that 
dXp 
(36) ,#oW J ^ I e"AVdTL||x|| ^ - ^ L L I J C I for every xeE and X > 0. 
II Jo AP 
On the other hand, in virtue of Lemmas 2.4 and 2.6 it follows from (1), (3) —(7) 
and (34) that 
(37) Hl(x)x = i
1 (-ir ' ^ f i V i r 1 ( n : ;1 f e"At • 
j=o \ k=o \ k / J o 
. ( ^ ( ^ - J - ^ ) ^ ^ . « ) ^ ) ) d x ) -
- "z(--rj'-*> f " z V - r * (" ry) f e-At • 
J = 0 \ * = 0 \ K / J o 
• f Z (* ) *) 9 ("- J"'+ J)(T) ^ f FF((7, x) da) d t ) = 
- •z(-ir/"z1(--T+i(B r;Tz (* t*) fe-h. 
J" = 0 * = 0 \ fc / l = 0 \ / / J 0 
27 
S („ - ; - Í + D( T ) l^lZLif V(ff, x) dtr) dT = 
- "i(-i>-;z" "(--r1 (n: 'Yi1 (k t') fV 
j = 0 * = 0 \ fe / I = 0 \ / / J 0 
. 3<"--'-'+1)(T) (---^----[V/ ( ^ f W *) dí?) dff) dT 
for every X G £ and AeR. 
It follows at once from (37) that 
(38) - £ я . ( Я ) x - Z ( - 1 Г ; " Ê " ( - 1 ) ' + 1 ( " . ; ) Ž (* t *) Г e - Ҷ - т ) ' . dЯp j=o *=o \ k / < = o \ / / J o 
. 5<---'-,+"(т) ( l ^ J Г (Ay --íV(<?, x) dø) dcт) dт 
(39) 
for every JC e F, X e R and p e {0, 1, ...}. 




Z Z \ J E , e-VdxL „*o(2)H = 
i=;o fc=o \ k Ji=o\ l / J o ( n ~ / - j ) ! 
^ " á l » 23"LXo(2) H š - £ - 2- LK0(2) |x| 
?! . . n! 
for every x e E, X > 0 and p e {0, 1,...} 
It follows from (35), (36) and (39) that 
(40) 
dЯp 
H(X)x ^-fi IL(l + 2-X0(2))H 
for every x eE, X > 0 and p e {0, 1,...}. 




л p + 
- L(l + 24"JC0(2)) for every X > 0 and p e {0,1, ...}. 
Let us now denote 
(42) co. = max(co0, [1 + L(l + 2
4nK0(2))}~'). 
28 
It is clear from (42) that 
(43) co1 _ co0. 
Now by (41) and (42), we have 
(44) ||H(A)|| < 1 for every A > cot. 
Summing up (21), (28), (43) and (44) we obtain the following basic relation: 
(45) ( £ V-J'Aj)-1 = G(X) (I - H(X))~l for every A > c^. 
j = 0 
Let us now write 
(46) N = L(1+24"K0(2)), 
(47) co = max(co1,N), 
(48) M = 22rtLK0(2), 
(49) R(X) =( J A ' - M , . ) - 1 for A > co,. 
; = o 
It is clear from (46) - (48) that 
(50) co = 0, M = 0. 
Taking now cp(X) = M/A, i/v(A) = -N/A, <£(A) = A""'"1^ G(A), !P(A) = -H(A) 
for A > co in Lemma 2.9 we get from (32) and (41) — (49) that 
(51) £f(A-'-ЧЯ(A)) 
dAp A x _ N
 v ' dA* \A - NJ 
p\ p! 
= M < M £---—- for every X > co, 
( A - N ) * + 1 ~ (A-a))*+ 1 
ie{l ,2 , . . . ,n} and Pe{0,1,...}. 
We see from (a), (21), (42), (47), (49), (50) and (51) that all the assumptions of Pro-
position 3.6 are fulfilled and consequently, its application gives the desired result. 
The proof is complete. 
3.9. Remark. The preceding theorem shows that any system of operators Al9 Al9... 
..., Ane L
+(E), n e {1, 2,. . .}, satisfying the assumptions (a), ((3) and (y) is correct 
of class zero in the terminology of [1] or strictly correct in the terminology of some 
2? 
other papers of the author. The assumptions (p) and (y) describe the property which 
is usually called (in more or less rough form) well-posedness of the problem in 
question. 
The assertion of Theorem 3.8 is well-known for n = 1 and n = 2, Ax = 0, where 
the functional equations characterizing semigroups and cosine functions of operators 
are used to get the necessary estimates (cf. [2] and [3]). But similar functional equa-
tions are not known in the general case considered here, and they almost surely do not 
exist. Therefore, the preceding proof had to be based on completely different ideas. 
One of them, namely, how to express the generalised resolvent of the system Al9 A2,... 
..., An by means of a form of local (finite) Laplace transform of solutions, is due to 
Chazarain [4]. 
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